Dedrick M.
Coincidence Or Not
Once there was a man named Lee. Lee was born on June 10, 1900 in Missouri city, Tx. Lee became a serial
killer cannibal with his wife Ann. Ann was born was also from Missouri city and born on June 10 but in 1901.
The couple was crazy and was soon caught by the police in Hawaii there kill streak did not end there. In a few
days later they both escaped by literally eating there way out. But soon they both were shot dead in
Birmingham, Alabama on January 1, 1973 which ended there kill streak at almost 1,000,000 people. Decades
later a teen named Dedrick was born June 10, 2006 the same day as Lee and Ann. But to make it worse he
also lived in Missouri city in the same exact house. Now on his 16th birthday him and a few friends played 2k
each on there own systems. It was around 4 when each of his friends arrived. The first two to arrive was
friends since 2nd grade Stefan and Zavier. Then Ransford, Uzama, and Corren. Later that evening Dedrick’s
parents went to a hotel while they stayed at the house. So when his parents left, they prank called a few
people. Now there was this one mysterious person they pranked that somehow knew all there names and
sounded like they were calling from the house. They all got tense but soon started playing 2k19 and what had
happened slipped there minds. Now at about 12 they started watching a few movies and videos. Some were
from two YouTube channels Llama arts and Crypt TV while others were just movies and horror stories. They
all started to fall asleep when all of a sudden knocking and screams awoken them all. When the boys woke up
they thought about calling the cops but decided not to and go back asleep. But was woken up again and
decided to investigate then call Dedrick’s parents. Now while they were investigating, they all noticed
everywhere but the places they were at was missing all the property that was there so know they all agreed to
call Dedrick’s parents. Now the funny thing is when they called it did not go through at all even when they all
have full bars. The ghost of Lee appears and ask Dedrick has his family told him of his surprise. Dedrick
responded by saying how would you know of it. Then Lee tells him he is family and fades away. Then
Dedrick’s parents come into the house asking the teens why they were still up at 4 in the morning. Dedrick
ignored the question and asked his parent who Lee was. Then his parents looked at each other and told him
that was his great grandfather. Also how he has an older brother who is a serial killer but has not been
caught. So the ghost of Ann and Lee come out but as soon as that happens Dedrick’s brother comes through
the front door. By then Dedrick decided when he was old enough he would move out, get his own place, and
stay away from the house to just forget what happened there.
The End

